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members of the Joint Standing Committee on
Oami Amarasingham, and I am the advocacy director

Senator Keim, Representative Moonen, and
Judiciary, greetings.
for the

is

ACLU of Maine, a statewide

civil liberties in

We

My

name

organization committed to advancing and preserving

Maine.

work of the opiate
for recognizing that Maine’s response

appreciate the hard

force

We

health.

we have

task force, and speciﬁcally applaud the task
to the opioid crisis

must be focused on public

agree with the vast majority of the task force’s recommendations.

concerns about diug courts generally and hope that this information

the committee as

it

considers with

LD

is

However
useful to

1885.

While drug courts are often held up

as a progressive alternative to incarceration for drug
shownl
that they do not decrease criminal justice
practice, research has
crimes,
involvement and can actually make the system more punitive towards drug addiction.
Additionally they raise signiﬁcant constitutional concerns around due process and
in.

privacy.

were ﬁrst established in the 1980s, during the height of the War on
Amidst skyrocketing dmg arrests, prisons and jails became increasingly
overcrowded. Drug courts were seen as an alternative means to leverage the power of the

Drug

courts,

Drugs.

court system to coerce defendants into treatment programs and

manage

the rapidly

expanding criminal justice system. In 1994 there were twelve drug courts operating
By 2004 there were 1621. Today, according to the National
there
are
over
Institute of Justice,
3,000 drug courts.
throughout the United States.
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Drug Policy

Alliance,

Drug

Courts Are not the Answer: Toward a Health~Centered Approach to

Drug

Use (March 2011). Report available at
http://www.dn1gpolicv.org/sites/default/ﬁles/Drug%20Couits%20Are%20Not%20the%20Answer Final2.p

Q)

(last visited

April 05, 2018).

In Maine, dru8 courts are currentlY oP eratin 8 in 7 counties?

When

may be

a drug related offense within that jurisdiction, their case

a P erson

is

charged in

referred to the local drug

Following an examination of the defendant’s history and “level of substance
abuse” it is determined whether that individual would be a good candidate for the
court.

program. If yes, the prosecutor contacts the defense counsel to offer a plea agreement.
Often upon successful completion of the drug court program, the charges will be removed
from the defendants record. However, if the defendant fails, they will be charged and
serve an agreed

agreement,

upon

sentence.

The defendant then

signs

l

E,

open court the plea

in

a waiver of rights, bail/entry contract and release form for waiver of

w

conﬁdential substance use treatment information to be shared with the drug court team
3‘

members.
if

The defendant then begins an intensive supervision program overseen by a team
composed of a judge, a drug court case manager, a substance use treatment provider, a
probation officer, the prosecutor, the individual’s defense attorney and law enforcement

must
abstain from all alcohol and non-prescription drug use, submit to random drug tests, have
daily phone contact and weekly attendance With the Adherence Case Manager, have
frequent meetings with probation and law enforcement ofﬁcers, have weekly appearance
before a drug court judge, have travel constraints and curfew, must attend weekly selfhelp meetings (AA and NA) and maintain gainful employment or participate in an
ofﬁcers.

Not only

is

the participant required to enter and attend treatment, they

approved educational program.
All noncompliance with the drug court program

is

met with immediate sanctions by the

judge, which can include a term of incarceration in response to violations. If it is
determined that the individual has “failed” the person may be ejected from drug court and
will serve the alternative sentence laid out in the plea agreement.

As many

experts have concluded, substance misuse

is

ﬁrst and foremost a public heath

Substance use disorders are a disease that requires health-based treatment. Drug
can change the very chemicals in a person’s brain making

issue.

addiction particularly,

overcoming the addiction a life-long challenge. With forty years of hindsight, the
evidence is abundant: the criminal justice system is not only a harmful but also an
ineffective way to address substance use disorder in America. While drug courts
recognize that individuals suffering from drug addiction would be better served in
treatment programs than in prison, they are still rooted within the purview of the criminal
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system and rely on punitive sanctions for non-compliance.
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Perhaps most harmful though, while drug courts are often sold as a

way to

reduce the rate

iiA
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of criminal justice involvement

shown

that they actually

may

among

those suffering from drug addiction, research has

increase the time a person spends behind bars

—

Anne

H Jordan, 201 6 Annual Report on Maine ’s Adult Drug Treatment

Standing Committee on the Judiciary dated February 14, 2017 (available
http://WWW.1naine.gov/legislopla/20l6AnnualRepo1tadultDTC.pdf)

Courts
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Report

to the Joint

at

(last visited

April 05, 2018).
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rather than decreasing our the rate of criminal justice involvement. Participants that fail a
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miss an appointment are often subject to periods of incarceration as a
While relapse is often considered a part of the recovery process, drug courts
continue to penalize it with incarceration and often can eject someonetfrom the program
who is not able to abstain from drug use for a period of time deemed appropriate by a
judge — who under most circumstances does not have medical training. Unlike healthcentered programs, drug courts treat as secondary all other measures of improved health
and stability, including reduced drug use and maintenance of relationships and
drug

test or

sanction.

it

employment.3

Those that fail the drug court program — 62 people failed versus 52 who graduated in the
2016 calendar year4 — often face mandated longer sentence than those Who did not enter
into the program - as in exchange for entrance into the program they lost the opportunity
to further negotiate the terms

In addition to

making

of the plea agreements

the criminal justice system

more

punitive towards substance use

disorders, drug courts also raise serious constitutional concerns related to due process and
privacy. As mentioned above, in Maine in order to be referred to the drug court program

by the prosecutor, the defendant must enter a guilty plea. This puts the defendant in the
position of choosing between receiving treatment and exercising their constitutional right
to a trial and due process, greatly increasing the power of the prosecutor to compel a plea
agreement.
Secondly, drug court participants in Maine are required to sign a waiver that allows
disclosure of medical information related to substance use treatment to all members of

“drug court team”

—

composed of a judge, law enforcement,

signiﬁcant concerns
information. This
likely to

While

is

around an individual’s right to privacy in personal medical
particularly acute in small communities, where that individual is

have future interaction with these

we

agree that in some

people from prison,
Rather, our

aim

prosecutors, etc. This raises

we do

states,

actors.

drug courts

may be

in this state should be to achieve a

the criminal justice system

the

most viable way to divert
is the answer for Maine.

not believe expanding drugs court

all

model

that keeps

more people out of

together.

3

Drug Policy Alliance Report, supra note 1 at 2-3.
2016 Annual Report on Maine’s Adult Drug Treatment Courts, supra, note 2 at 2.
5
Maia Szalavitz, How America Overdosed on Drug Courts, Paciﬁc Standard (May

4

https://psmag.com/news/how-america-overdosed-on-drug-courts)

(last visited

18, 2015). Available at

April 05, 2018).
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